OECENT studies on quantitatively inherited characters in '••-plants and animals have been directed toward the separation of their phenotypic expression into genetic and environmental portions. Information concerning heritability of quantitatively inherited attributes and their associated genetic and environmental variances and co-variances may be useful as a tool for improving the efficiency of selection in segregating populations.
These components of variation have been modeled mathematically and the models actually applied to segregating and nonsegregating populations.
It has been shown mathematically that the expected variance ol: any nonsegregating population is environmental variance; thus, total variance of a segregating population would be genetic variance plus environmental variance. By "genetic variance" is meant the effects of additive action of the genes concerned, while "genotypic variance" includes, in addition to genetic variance, the variance largely due to dominance and epistasis.
In a discussion of heritability of characters in animals, Lush (1) defines heritability and describes its usage in both the broad and narrow aspects. In the broad sense heritability refers to the functioning of the whole genotype as a unit and is used in contrast with environmental effects. In the narrow sense heritability largely includes only the average effects of genes transmitted additively from parent to progeny.
Griffmg 3 , in a study on tomatoes, calculated the components in analyses of variances and covariances of nonsegre- gating populations, P v P 2 , and F L . Thi found to give a simple direct, and probably rate, method of obtaining estimates of environmental correlations and relationsh from these estimates. Genotypic correlatio lated, making use of genotypic covarianc metric mean of the two parental genotypi more immediate interest are the error (actua eties) variance and covariance which he u mental variance and covariance.
Mahmud and Kramer (2) made estimate for yield and plant height in a cultivated soybeans. They utilized the F 2 segregates a ance and the square root of the product variances as the environmental variance. The bilities of 43 and 4l>% for yield and heig by this method.
Weber (4), in an interspecific cross of use of the cube root of the product of P 1; P 2 , and F ;1 as the best estimation of variance. Calculation of genetic and envir lations involved the use of reciprocal regres between F 2 's and their F 3 progeny. Gene were generally higher than the observed F 2 and F 3 . Heritability estimates were mad mercially important characters.
The present investigation was undertak content and six agronomic characters of com tance, and their interrelationships in the cu of soybeans, Gljcine max. Agronomic ch were seed yield, flowering time, maturity da flowering to maturity, height, and seed weig was made to estimate genotypic variance in studied and the extent of genetic associati from P i; P 2 , FL and F 2 data.
MATERIALS AND METHO
The four soybean parents selected for this s the commercially grown varieties, Adams, Hawk Mandell. The former two were chosen for their and the latter two for their low oil content. considered to be homozygous. The following c and grown at Ames, Iowa: Adams X Hawkeye, A and Habaro X Mandell.
Fi hybrids, together with their parents, we greenhouse in the winter (1948) (1949) . In 1949 sisting of F 3 plants, their respective Fi hybrids, grown in a randomized block design with t
